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A CORRELATION OF RESULTS OF A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION WITH RESULTS OF AN ANALYTICAL
STUDY OF EFFECTS OF WING FLEXIBILITY ON WING STRAINS DUE TO GUSTS 1

By C. C. SHUFFLEBAIK+B%CHDSTDIiB. PAYND,and GEOR~EL. CAHEN

SUMMARY

An an4z@ti.cal8tudy of the e~ec18 of wing jkxi.bU2y on wing
straiw dm to gum%has been made forfoux spanwke 8t4w?i0mof
a four-engiw bomber airplune, and the resuh have been corre-
lated with Tti of a preti $ight inmxti.ga$iun. The
measured bendin@rain amplijicdon faetor8 du to wi~
j?exilnli.ty (Taiw of strain for the j%xible airplane to 8train for
the “rigid” atiplme) at a 8t@i0n n8ar t?w wing root were 1.09
when based on the ratw of root-mean-8quaxe valua and approxi-
mately 1.19 when based on tlM ratw of draim obt.mhd from
diatribuiwu of 8train peak8. T?L8amplijkation factor8 de-
crea8ed with each succemive outboard etu$ion and thtm iwea.wd
Sliglu!ly at l%?!tip 8tUti07L When the airpkm.e was cqwidered
to have three degree8 of freedom (vertical motion and wing
bending in th8 &8t and 8econd sym& bending mod-a),
calcu.lat-ed ampli@ca&m factor8 were in reawnabb agreenmt
w“th the m.eamwed re8u4?t8.

INTRODUCI’ION

The current trend toward thinner wings, higher speeds,
wnd larger concentrations of mass in the wings has led to in-
creased concern regarding the effects of wing flexibili~ on the
aircraft structural loads in flight through atmospheric turbu-
lence. A number of investigations have dealt with the
development of analytical methods for calculating structural
responses of airplanes to gusts (refs. 1 to 6). ~o, a number
of flight investigations of the effect of transient response as-
sociated with wing flexibility of present-day airpkmes have
been made by the National Advisory Committee fw Aerc-
mmtica to determine the amplification of wing strain and ac-
celerations induced by gusts (refs. 7 to 10), and correlations
of these results with the results of analytical studies have
been made.

In the initial studies the correlations of calculated and
measured values were based primarily on the response of the
airplane to simple and discrete gust disturbance and, al-
though this approach has proven useful, it has not provided
rLclear description of the response of an airplane to con-
tinuous turbulence. The recent application of the method of
generalized harmonic analysis to the problem of gust loads
has, however, provided a technique that gives a more com-

plete description of the response of an airplane to continuous
turbulence. This approach has been applied in reference 1
in analytical studies, and the results obtained show good cor-
relation with flight-test results evaluated on a ‘(selected
peak” basis for the overall effects of wing flexibility on the
strains at the wing root stations of three air@mes.

In this paper the techniques of generalized harmonic anal-
ysis are applied in both the analytical calculations and in the,
analysis of the wing-strain measurements made on a four-
engine bombar &plane during flight through rough air.
(An evaluation of the data for the flight investigation on the
basis of selected pealm is reported in ref. 10.) The use of
generalized harmonic analysis techniques for both the calcu-
lated and measured values anables correlations to be made
on the same basis and in more detail than in reference 1.
Strain spectra, roo~mean+quare strain values, and the dis-
tribution of strain peaks were detied for each of four
spantie measuring stations, and the analytical methods of
refemuce 1 are applied in order to cslculate the same quan-
tities. The method of reference 1 &as extended to include
the second symmeticil bending mode, in addition to the
fundamental bending mode, as it appeared partictiarly
pertinent for the outboard stations.

SYMBOLS USED IN BODY, TABLE, AND FIGURES

a slope of lift curve of wing
b span of wing
c chord of wing

chord of wing at midsemispan
2 Young’s modulus of elasticity

f frequency, cps

9 acceleration due to gravity
I bending moment of inertia
k statistical number of degrees of freedom
L scale of turbulence, ft
1 distancefrom neutral axis to the extmemefiber
M% moment of wing area about spamvise station under

consideration,
J

g: c(y-y,)dy
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1P mass

M. generalized mass of nth mode
m mass per unit span of wing (except in eq. (4))
iV(Y) number of strain peaks per second greater than la

given strain level-y
An incremental normal acceleration, g units
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wing area

distance traveled, ~v t,half-chords

arbitrary value of t, sec
amplitude of airplane frequency-response function
time (zero at beginning of gust penetration)
forward veloci~ of fight
total weight of airplane
deflection of elastic axis in nth mode, given in terms

of unit tip deflection, positive upward
distance along wing measured from airplane ‘center

line
stationary random disturbance (shain amplitude)
strain

FOR AERONAUTICS

density of air
u root-mean-square value of output respome
Ug root-mean-square gust velocity
@f( ) input power-spectraldemity function
@O( ) output power-spectral-density function
Q frequency, radiam+ft
@* natural circular frequency of vibration of nth mode

P*w denote derivatives with respect to s or u.
Subscripts :
F flexible case

j spanwise station .

n natural modes of vibration
R rigid case

APPARATUS, TESTS, AND ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS

The experimental data used in the present investigation
were obtained from the flight investigation reported in
ref erenm 10. The airplane, flight conditions, and test
procedures are described in detail in reference 10, and the
description is partially repeated herein for completeness
of this paper.

The characteristics of the test airplane me given in table 1,
and a three-view drawing of the test airplane is shown in
figure 1. The estimated spanvvise stiffness distribution is
given in figure 2, and the estimated weight distribution for
the test run considered herein is shown in figure 3.

The instrumentation used in this investigation consisted
of electrical strain-gage bridges for measuring wing bending
strains at the front and rear spars of wing statiom’ 126, 256,
432, and 590, and an accelerometer mounted in each wing
near the elastic axis at the estimated nodal point of the
fundamental bending -mode (station 278). AU strain i.ncli-
cations were recorded on a multichannel oscillograph. The
outputs of the strain-gage installations at the inboard
stations were recorded separately, whereas the gages on the
front and rear spars of stations 432 and 590 were combined
electiedly to give a single output for each station. The
nattial frequency of the nodal-accelerometer recording
system was approximately 9 cps. All recorders were corre-
lated in timb by means of an NACA x-second chronometric
timer.

The investigation was made at a speed of 250 mph for a
weight of 105,900 pounds. In the course of the actual flight
test, small variations from the speci6c test conditions
occurred in the airspeed, altitude, and airplane weight,
These variations were too small to be signiiixmt. A pull-up
which was made at the same weight and speed was also
analyzed for use in determining the equiwdent “rigid”
airplane strains.

The instrumentation, the character of the records, and tho
method of record reading were such that the overall accuracy
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TABLE I

AIRPLANE LOADING, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, AND BASIC
PARAMETERS

(a) Terms that apply to all wing stationE
W, lb------------------------------------------------- 105,900
V’,mph----------------------------------------------- 250
s, sqft ----------------------------------------------- 1,739
b, in-------------------------------------------------- 1, 700
*ectratio ------------------------------------------- 11.6
Meanaerodynamicohord,ft----------------------------- 12.9
Center-of-gravityposition(approximate),percentmeanaero-

d~atic chord--------------------------------------- 22
a---- ---------- - -------------------------------------- 5.00
CO,in,-----c ------------------------------------------ 205
p,slu@/ollft------------------------------------------- 0.00238
tdI, ra~am/w0----------------------------------------- 15.6
w~,mdians/seO----------------------------------------- 40.8
w---------------------------------------------------- 74.4
pl--- ------------------------------------------------- 1.422
#lj.-----.--------- ------------------------------------ 0.181
xi---. -------------------_------------_----A---------- O.362
h,---------------------------------------------------- 0.953
rl---------------------------------------------------- 0.190
rj---------------------------------------------------- 0.131
r4---------------------------------------------------- 0.082
r6---------------------------------------------------- 0.068
r6---------------------------------------------------: 0.054

(b) Terms that apply tospecific wing stations

:&ng

tjon,
in.

126
255
432
6$)0

O.834
.562
.155
.089

0.154
.230
.496
.700

M=
M%

–o. 015
–. rll;5

:452

0.455
.536
.661
..786

+

M%
M%

1,in.

0.205 16.9
15.3

:%: 13.1
571 11.3

of the individual measurements was estimated to be as
follows:

Stminb~mtiow, perwnt-------------------------------- +5
Accelemtiom,~mi@------------------------------------ +0.05

Thestrainmeasurements inpull-upsandin laboratoryload
crdibrations werelinear within the accuracy of the measure-
ments.

BASIS OF ANALYSIS

The object of the present studyis to correlate data for
analytically determined effects with data for experimentally
determined effects of win.gbending flexibilityon the wing
strains during alight through rough air. The overall effects
of wing bending flexibility crmbe conveniently expressed in
terms of amplification factors which are ratios of the strains
for the flexible airplane tothestrainsfor therigidairplane
condition. Twostrain amplification factors arew-ed in the
analysis, one based on root-mesm-square strains and the
other on strains that agivennumber of peak strains equsJ
or exceed.

Theflexibilitymeasures usedinvolvecomparison ofactual
incremental wing strains with the strains that would be
obtainediftheairplanewererigid. Sinceitis, ofcourse,not
possible to obtain the rigid-body reference strains in flight,
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some nearly equivalent strain must be used. The general
practice, asinreference l, hasbeento assume thattherigid-
body strains are equal to thestrsins that would develop
during pull-ups at accelerations equal to the accelerations
that are measured at the nodal points during rough-air

.
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tliihts, and this practice has been followed herein. In
utilizing the pull-up as the reference condition, the effects
of quasi-static elastic twist and other aerodynamic features
of the airplane ~are represented. The quasi-static elastic
twist is, however, small for the test airplane and is neglected
in this analysis. The acceleration values obtained from the
nodal accelerometers in the left and right wings are averaged
to give a single time history which is used as the rigid-body
acceleration in rough air. The use of the average of the two
nodal accelerometers largely eliminates the effects of roll
and of unsymmetrical vibrations on the measured accel-
erations.

Inasmuch as the evaluation of the result-s of the flight

invwtigation and the associated analytical results are based
on the techniques of genedzed harmonic analysis, a few
basic concepts and relations that are needed are given here.
One of the more important and useful characteristics of a
stationary random disturbance is its power-spectral-density
function. If y(t) is a stationary random disturbance, the
power-spectraldensi~ function or power spectrum of y(t)
is detied by

(1)

where the bars designate the modulus of the complex quantity
and T is an arbitrary value of t in seconds. The power
spectrum @~) can essentially be considered to describe the
contributions of the various frequencies to the total power or
mean-square value of the disturbance.

The power spectrum of a disturbance and the power spe~
trum of the response of the airplane to the disturbance are,

for a linear system, rOlated simply by

%(f)=%(f) lw-)1’ (2)

where @i(j) is the power spectrum of the input, @.(f) is tho
power spec~ of the output response, and IT(j) I is the
amplitude of the system frequency-response function whioh,
in the present application, is the amplitude of the airplane
wing bending-strain response to a unit sinusoidal gust dis-
turbance of fcequency~. In a subsequent section of this papm,
the frequency-response functions T(j)are determined ana-
lytically and applied in equation (2) in order to determine
the expected strain spectra for comparison with the measured
results.

The spectrum of the output response permits the detemoin-
ation of the mean square of the response and other statisticcd
characteristics of the disturbance that are of interest. The
root-mean-square value provides a simple and direct measum
of the overall re9ponse intemity. Also, as in reference 1, the
spectra for a Gaussian random process maybe used to derive
the average number of peaks per second lV(y) that exceed
a given strain level V. The expression for obtaining the
average number of peaks per second exceeding given values,
as given in reference 1, is

[1J

Ih

“f@O~df
A@)= 0.

J

~-flt’bl (3)
@Jf)df

o

where
~(y) number of strain peaks per second greater than y

Y strain amplitude

2 mean-squsre value of the strain response,
J

“ +Jfidj
o

Thus, equation (3) may also be written as

where

/

Time ‘histories
accelerations for a

N(y) =;.e-

J
a?= O“j’@.(j)dj

RESULTS

EXPERIMENTAL

of strain indications and nodal-point
portion of a gust record and a pull-up am

show-n in @ure 4. A preliminary check of the strain indica-
tions for the front and rem spars of stations 126 and 255
indicated that the strains in rough air relative to the strains
in pull-ups were essentially the same for the front and rear
spars at th~e stations and, therefore, only the front-spar
strains were used to represent these stations.

Power spectra,-Power-spectraldensity functions for t,ho
wing bending strains and rigid-body accelerations were com-
puted from the time-history data for a 2-minute section of
records by Tukey’s calculation procedure for spectra estima-
tion as presented in references 11 and 12. In determining
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FIGURE4.—Time historiesof nodalaccelerationsandmung-strainindications.

the strain spectra from the measurements, the nature of the
records made impractical the reading of the records at time
intervals of less than 0.1 second; therefore, the range of the
spectra was limited to 5 cps. The nodal-acceleration
records, however, were read at intervals of 0.05 second; thus
the spectra for the rigid condition covered’ the frequency
range from O to 10 cps. l’orty estimates of the power,
equally spaced over the frequency range from O to 5 cps,
were obtained for the strain histories, and 20 estimates (due
to a diilwenca in reading intervsle) were obtained for the
rigid-body acceleration.

Since the wing strains in a pull-up are di.tlerent at the
various wing stations (fig. 4) the spectra of rigid-body
strains also differ from station to station. To permit
direct comparison between amplification effects at the
various stations, the time histories of wing bending strain ej
in rough air were normalized in the following manner:

Normalized e,=ej
(e/g) at station 126 in a pull-up

(cj/g) in a pull-up

The rigid-body acceleration history was also converted to a
normalized rigid-body strain by multiplying by the strain
per g at station 126 in a pull-up. This normalization per-
mits direct comparison of all strain spectra with a single
rigid-body strain spectrum. The normalized strain spectra
obtained in the foregoing manner are shown in figure 5 for
the frequency range from Oto 6 cps. Because of the normal-
ization the actual numerical values have no real signiiicanee,
except at station 126, and do not reflect the actual strain
variations between the di.flerent stations.

Peak counts.—A direct count of the strain peaks for all
cases was not considered practical; therefore, the number of
strain peaks per mile greater than a given strain level was

Airpkrne .S.tCIhorIC,gin,/im

— R[gld 126 “’128
———— flextble 126 139
—-— Flexible 255 139
—--— Flexible 432 135
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Front
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Frequency, fi cps

FIQUEB5.—Measuredstrainspeutra(normalized
126).
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estimated from the measured spectra of figure 5 by means of
equation (3). The results are plotted in figure 6 as a
function of strain level for the flexible and rigid cases at
station 126.

In the evaluation of the integrals in equation (3), the
spectra of figure 5 were used. Inasmuch as these spectra
cover only the frequency range of O to 5 cps, the integrals
could be determined only for this region. This approxima-
tion does not affect the reliability of the roohmean-square
values, inasmuch as the numerical procedures used result in
no loss of power but only in a distortion of the true spectrum;
the power at tiequencies above 5 cps appeam as power at
lower frequencies. The number of peaks exceeding given
values is somewhat underestimated, however, as a result of
this approximation, as is indicated in a subsequent section.

Amplification faotors.—The magnitude of the flexibility
effects can be shown by strain ratios, that is, the ratio of a
measure of the strain for the flexible case to the comparable
measure of strain for a reference rigtid case. Inasmuch hs
the root-mean-square strains provide a simple measure of the
strain levels, the ratios of the root-mean-square values for
the flexible case to the corresponding values for the rigid
case give one measure of the strain amplification factor
(obtained from the roobmem-square values given in fig. 5)
and are plotted as a function of-wing station in iigure 7 (a).

Another measure of the strain amplification due to
flexibility that is frequently of interest is the ratio of the
strain for the flexible airplane to the strain for the rigid
airplane that has the same frequency of occurrence. This
ratio may be more significant for fatigue studies than the
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FI~IJRE6.—Variationof the numberof strainpeakswith strainlevel
for the rigid and flesibleconditionsat station126 (estimatedfrom
measuredspectraandeq. (3)).

ratio of the root-mean-square values and is determined as
illustrated in figure 6 from the distributions of strain peaks
for the flexible and rigid airplanes. I?igure 6 shows that the
ratio of the strain for the flexible airplane to the strain for
the rigid airplane that has the same frequency of occurnmce
vari~ with strain level; the ratio is highest at the low strain
values and, as can be shown amdyticdly, approaches the
ratio of the .root-mean-square values at the higher strain
levels. As in reference 1, the frequency of occurrence
selected for determiningg the strain ratios ma the frequency
for the flexible airplane at a strain equal to twice the root-
mean-square strain for the flexible airplane. This strain
ratio for each of the four measuring stations is shown in
*e 7 (b).

Statistical reliability.-The statistical reliability of the
power spectra determined from the 2-minute section of rec-
ord was determined by the method of reference 11. Tha
reliability of each power estimate for relatively flat spectra
is expressed in terms of the statistical number of degrees of
freedom k, where

(4)

and
m number of uniformly spaced points over frequency

range for which power estimates are obtained
n number of equally spaced observations taken ovor

the length of the time history, T/At
For this value of k, &ure 2 of reference 11 shows each indiv-
idual power estimate to have 95-percent confidence limits
from 0.68 to 1.35 of the value measured. Small peaks in the
measured spectra may, therefore, be merely statistical fluc-
tuations. The statistical reliability of the rooi-mean-squnre
vahe, which is based on the integrated power, is consider-
ably higher and is estimated to be reliable to within approxi-
mately +10 percent.
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FIQURE7.—Meamred strainamplificationfmtorii.
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The results obtained in the analytical phase of this investi-

gation were based on the relation of the random input dis-
turbance (for a uniform spanwiae gust), the output response
of the airplane, and the frequency-response characteristics of
the airplane as given in equation (2). Selection of a suitable
input disturbance, calculation of the airplane frequency-
response function, and determination of the output response
by means of equation (2) was required. Inspection of the
wing strain indications, as in figure 4, revealed that the sec-
ond bending mode of vibration was of some importance at
the outboard wing stations; the method of referenm 1 was
therefore estended to include the second symmetrical bend-
ing mode. The determination of the input gust disturbance,
the airplane frequency-response or transfer functions, and
the output responses are discussed in the following sections.

Input disturbance,-Recent theoretical studies, such as
reference 13, have used the following expression to approxi-
mate the spectrum of vertical gust velocity:

(5)

where

Uuz mean-square gust velority, (ft/sec)2
L scale of turbulence, ft
Q frequency, 27r/x(where ~ is gust wave length in feet),

rfLdians/ft
I?or present purposes it is convenient to express the gust
spectrum in terms of the frequency argument fin cycles per
secmd, where

T7
f=$* Q

and ‘V=368 ft/sec. In terms of this frequency argument,
the gust power spectrum is given by

Representative values of L for atmospheric turbulence are
believed to vary from several hundred fed to more than
1,000 feet. The spectra for values of L of 400, 1,000 and
2,000 feet are shown in figure 8 for a value of UU*of 1. The
vrduo of L equal to 1,000 feet was selected for the present
analysis as being of the correct order, on the basis of meas-
ured datti (ref. 12), although calculations were also made for
other values of L.

Frequenoy-response functions,-The frequency-response
characteristics were obtained for the airplane bending-strain
response to continuous sinusoidal gust encountem on the
basis of the method of reference 1. In addition to calcula-
tions for the rigid condition, the frequency-response functious
were calculated for two separate flexible conditions: (1) the
airplane with two degrees of freedom (as in ref. 1), vertical
motion and wing bending in the fundamental mode, and

100

10

i: , i , , 1 I 1 ,, 1 , 1 t & , , ,

X-al.wu A

, n ,

I I 1111111 I I ill’ll\ \l I Ill
I I

FIQUEmS.—kmed gust inputspeotrum.

(–9“W=”%G
(2) the airplane with three degrees of freedom, vertical
motion and wing betiding in the fundamental mode and
second mode (fit and second symmetrical bending modes).

Although airplane pitch may be important in the response
of an airplane to gusts and rough calculations for the rigid
airplane with pitch were made, pitch response was not
included in the calculations presented herein because of
increased.complexity. The equations necessary for including
the second symmetrical mode are derived in the appendis,
and the airplane loading, physical constants, and basic
parameters are given in table I. The slope of the lift curve a
was estimated to be 5.00 per radian f or the test airplane, and
this value was used as being more appropriate in the calcula-
tions than the value of 6.28 need in reference 1. Inusing
the method of reference 1 to obtain the amplitude of the
airplane bending response, the results were obtained in
terms of a bending-moment coefficient per foot per second.
The equations necessary for converting the bending-moment
coefficients to strains are given in the appendix of the present
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report. The frequency-response functions obtained for the
wing stations at which flight measurements were made axe
shown in figure 9.

Output response.—Outpubresponse spectra were obtained
for each wing station by using in equation (1) the calculated
frequency-response functions and the assumed input spe~
trum of equation (5) for uJ= 1. The output spectra were
calculated for a frequency rmge of O to 10 cps in order h
include the effect of the second symmeticil mode that
penks at approximately 7 cps. For convenience in ma.ki~e
comparisons, the calculated output spectra for the rigid
airplane and the flexible airplane (three degrees of freedom)
for the wing stations at which the ilight measurements were
made and a value of L of 1,000 feet were normalized in the
manner used in obtaining @gure 5 (so that direct comparisons
could be made) and are shown in figure 10. The results for
frequencies of only Oto 5 cps are e40wn in this figure because
of the very low values at the higher frequencies. In order
to show the results for the higher frequencies, and in par-
ticular to indicate the effect of the second bending mode, the
complete frequency-response functions for ilequencies of
Oto 10 cps are shown in figure 11 with a logarithmic ordinate
scale.

Amplification factors.—The amplification factom or strain
ratios, based on the ratio of the root-metm-quare strain
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for the flexible airplane to that for the rigid airplane wero
obtained from spectra such as those in figure 10 (square
root of area under spectra). These calculated values for
both two degrees and three degrees of freedom are shown in
figure 12 (a), plotted as a function of wing station for rL
value of L of 1,000 feet, ilong with the measured values
from figure 7 (a).

The number of strain peaks per mile greater than given
strain levels were obtained for each wing station by use of
equation (3) in order to determine amplification factors or
strain ratios based on the distribution of peak strain values,
as was done for the experimental results shown in figure 6.
The calculated values for both two degrees and three degrees
of freedom are shown in figure 12 (b) for a value of L of 1,000
feet, along with the measured values from figure 7 (b),

DISCUSSION

/ EXPEIUMENTALRESULTS

Power spectra.-lnspection of the spectra of wing strains
in flight through turbulence (fig. 5) reverds t~o features of
interest. h the frequency range below approximately 0.5
cps, an amplification of wing strains that increasea roughly
in proportion to the distance from the centerline is apparent.
It is felt that this increase is primarily due to factors such

\ \
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I t I I

I!lzaJl
o 2 4 6 8 10

Frequency, f, cps
I

(a) Station 126. (b) Station 256.
(o) Station 432. (d) Station 590J

FIGURE9.—Tlm0n3ticaltranaferfunctions. a= 5.00.
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FmunB 10.—Power spectra of strain at four wing stations normalized
to strain at station 126. L=1,000 feet.

as spanwiee gust variations and airplane rolling motions
rather than wing flexibility. At the fundamental bending-
mode frequency of 2.7 cps, the effects of wing flexibility are
evidenced by the bump that appears in the spectra. The
spectrh indicate that flexibility effects near the fundamental
bending-mode frequency are greatest at the most inboard
station and least at the two outboard stations.

The effects of the second symmetrical bending mode are
not evident in the measured spectra, inasmuch as the
frequency of the second bending mode is about 7 cps and
the spectra in figure 5 are shown to only 5 cps. Because of
the method of obtaining the spectra, however, the power
at higher frequencies is not lost but is reflected and appears
QSpower at frequencies of less than 5 cps; in particular, the
power associated with the second symmetric mode at approxi-
mately 7 cps may be expected to appear at 3 cps. This
characteristic of reflection of the power above the highest
resolved frequency (5 cps in the present case) has been
termed “rdkuing” (ref. 12). The measured spectra are
distorted to the extent of this reflection. The power expected
at the higher frequencies is small, however, as indicated by
inspection of the stiain records, and the distortion expected
is also small.

The measured spectra also show a slight tendency to
increase in power at frequencies above approximately 3.5
cps. This tendency may be a reflection of the tit anti-
symmetricil mode, believed to be at about 6 cps, as indicated
in referenca 10.

Amplifloation factors,—The ratios of the measured values
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FIQLJEE1l.—Power speotraof straii to 10 ops at four wing stations
normalizedto strainat station126. L=1,000 feet.

of root-mean-square strain for the fkible airplane to those
for the rigid airplane (fig. 7 (a)) indicate that an ampliilca-
tion factor of approximately 1.1 applie9 for all wing stations.
However, part of the amp~cation (especially at the ouk
board stations) is due to differences in the spectra of iigure 5
at frequencies below approximately 0.5 cps that, as previously
noted, are felt to result from factors such as spanwise gust
variations and rolling motions rather than from wing flexi-
bility. In order to obtain ampliikation factors that, insofar
as possible, reflect only the amplification due to flexibili~,
the spectra for the flexible condition in @me 5 were reduced
to the same valuea as the spectrum for the rigid condition
in the frequency range from O to 0.5 cps on the assumption
that these diilerences between the spectra were not due to
flexibility. The ‘mpliikation factors obtained from these
adjusted spectra are also shown in figure 7 (a) and indicate
that the amplification factor due to, fkibility decreased,.
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FIGURE] 2.—Calculatedandme.smuedstrainandamplidcationfactors.
L=l,ooo feet.

from a value of 1.09 at station 126 to a value of 1.03 at station
432 and then increased to a value of 1.05 at station 590.

Ampli6cstion factors based on distributions of stxain
peaks m in iigure 6 are shown in iigure 7 (b) for both the
measured and adjusted spectra of Qure 5. These amplifica-
tion factors are, in generaI, considerably higher than those
based on rooi%mean-square values but indicate the same
trend of flexibility effects; that is, the amplification factor
based on the adjusted spectra of iigure 5 decreased horn a
value of 1.19 at station 126 to a value of 1.03 at station 432,
and then increased to a value of 1.11 at station 590. The
amplification factom based on the measured spectra are
greater than those based on the adjusted spectra by an incre-
ment of 0.02 to 0.07. All the amplification factors in iigure

7 (b) deteaed from the spectra of @e 5 and by the use
of equation (3) are believed to be somewhat too low because
they are based on spectrum measurements which cover only
the fkequency range from O to 5 cps. A few checks of these
ratios were made by actual counts of strain peaks and they
yielded values that were greater by an increment of about
0.05 than those obtained from the spectra and the use of
equation (3). It would thus appear that amplification effects
due to flexibility, as obtained from the measured spectra,
may be underestimated by this amount in @e 7 (b).

The preceding discussion indicates that both the amplifica-
tion factors used—the ratio of root-mean-square vrdues and
the factor determined from distributions of strain peaks-
show the largesteffects of flexibility at the most inboard
station and the smallest at station 432. It is also of interest
to note that increasing the amplification facto= obtained

from distributions of strain peaks (fig. 7) by an increment of
0.05 (the approximate amount by which the strain peaks aro
believed to be underestimated) results in substantial agree-
ment between the results from the spectra of figure 5 and the
amplifhtion factora obtained in reference 10 on a basis of
selected’ peaks.

COMFARJ.SON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Frequency-response functions.-lhpection of the calcu-
lated frequency-response functions in figure 9 indicates that
the arhpliiication of a wing bending strain due to fundamental

“bending-mode response at approximately 2.5 cps is largest
at the inboard wing stations while the amplitkation of a wing
bending strain due to second bending-mode response at
approximately 6.5 cps is largest at the outboard stations.
The calculated frequency-response functions for two degrew
and three degrees of freedom in figure 9 are appro.xinmtoly
the same for frequencies below about 4 cps. When the rapid
decrease of input power with frequency is considered (fig. 8),
it is evident that the output power will be little changed by
the effect of the second bending mode. The differences in
the frequency-response functions at frequencies above 4
cps, however, will result in a larger number of peak strains
above a given vaIu6 because of the fact that the number of
peaks depends more heavily on the higher frequencies of the
spectrum (eq. (3)).

Power spectra.-Direct comparison of the output spw%ra
of @es 5 and 10 on the basis of the ordinate values is not
justified because the intensity of the input for the measured
spectra is not known and because a value of 1 was used for
Uusin the calculations. The calculated output spectra of
figure 10 for a value of L of 1,000 feet, however, resemble the
measured spectra of figure 5 except for the differences in the
frequency range below approximately 0.5 cps which, as pre-
viously noted, are believed to be due to factors not related
to wing flexibility. Both the measured and calculated spec-
tra show a large peak power due to rigid-body motions at a
frequency below 1.0 cps and a secondary small peak (indi-
cating response of first bending mode) around 2.S cps, with
the secondary peak decreasing in both cases as the stations
become more outboard. The measured spectra, howevor,
show greater power in the secondaxy peak relative to that
in the primary peak than do the calculated spectra. Results
from the rough calculations made for the rigid airplane with
pitch indicate that this discrepancy is due primarily to the
e%ects of pitching motions on the measured spectra at low
frequencies. The use of an assumed turbulence spectrum m
the calculations may also account for a part of the discrep-
ancy. In addition, there is a greater decrease in power of
the secondary peak, as the stations become more outboard,
for the calculated spectra than for the measured spectra,
and part of this decrease (although possibly only a small
part) is a reflection (due to the aliasing effect) of the power
associated with the second symmetrical bending mode M
about 7 cps (see outboard stations, fig. 4). “It should be
noted that akhough the calculated spectra shown in figure
10 are for the threedegree-of-freedom case (two structural
modes), the spectra are essentially the same as for the two-
degreeaf-freedom case (see transfer fimctions in fig. 9) for
frequencies b910w 4.o cps.
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The calcukted and measured spectra of iigures 6 and 10

cmnot be compared directly to determine the efFects of the
second symmetrical mode in bending on the strains, since
the measurements covered only the frequency range from O
to 6 cpa. An indication of the very low- power due to this
mode ia shown in the plot of the calculated spectra for the
threedegree-of-freedom condition on a logarithmic scale in
figure 11, where the peak power of the spectra is approxi-
mately one thousand times as great as the peak power at 6
cps for the outboard wing stations.

Amplification faotors, —Comparisone of the adjusted and
calculated effects of flexibility in figure 12 (a), based on the
ratio of root-mean-square values of the adjusted spectra of
figure 5 and the results for both two and three degrees of
freedom for a value of L of 1,000 feet, indicate that the ad-
justed values of ampliiidion factors are in substantial agree-
ment with the calculated values except at the most out-
board station where the value is 1.05 compared with the
calculated value of approximately 1.02. The calculated fac-
tors shown in @me 12 (n) decrease from a value of 1.12 at
the center line to a value of 1.02 at 0.6 of the semispan from
the center line, and the value is about 1.02 or less for stations
outboard of this point. l@ummments and calculations
therefore agree and show the largest eflects of flexibility at
the most inboard stations, but a discrepancy between the
calculated and adjusted results is apparent at the most
outboard stations.

Comparison of the effects of flexibility (@. 12 (b)) on the
basis of amplification factors determined from distributions
of peak strains, as in ilgure 6, indicates that in general the
calculated resuks for the three-degree-of-freedom condition
and a value of L of 1,000feet are in relatively good aggeement
with the results derived from the adjusted spectra of figure 5
(shown in fig. 7 (b)) except at the most outboard stations.
The calculated ampli6cation factom shown in figure 12 (b) de-
crease from a value of 1.29 at the center line to a value of

“ 1.04 at 0.6 of the semispan from the centerline, increase to
a value of 1.o7 at 0.8 of the semispan, and then decrease.
The calculated amplification factors for the two- and three-
degree-of-freedom conditions (@. 12 (b)) are in substantial
agreement at the inboard stations, but the results for two
degrees of freedom show much lower amplification factors at
the outboard stations and indicate that the second symmetric
bending mode has a large effect on the ampl.iiication factors
at these stations. The higher ampl.ifmation factors for the
calculated results at the two outboard stations when the
second symmetric bending mode is taken into account are,
as prewously mentioned, the result of differences in the
spectra at the higher frequencies that have small effects on
the root-mean-square values.

The effect of the choice of gust input, slope of the lift curve,
and frequency range on the calculated amplification factors
is of interest. A lower value of L in equation (5) will result
in a higher amplification factor; for example, the use of a
value of L of 400 feet yields an amplification factor based on
root-mean-square values of approximately 1.16 for station
126, compared with approximately 1.10 for a value of L of
1,000 feet. A higher lift-curve slope reduces the amplMca-
tion factor, and for these calculations the use of a lift-curve

G~OfiOT_o~~

slope of 6.2S instead of 5.OOwould have approximately the
same effect as the use of a value of L of 1,000 feet instead of
400 feet. The calculated amplification factors obtained
from distributions of strain peaks are dependent on the upper
limit of integration used in equation (3) because it is not
practical to integrate to infinity, and the effect of a chrmge
in-the upper limit on the amplification factor depends upon
the frequency-response functions. In the present case,
however, both analytic considerations and the recorded data
place the upper limit of the integration at about 10 cps.

In assessing the reliability of the analytic calculations it
was noted that although the measured and calculated results
are in relatively good agreement, some discrepimcies are
pre9ent. Inaccuracies in the calculations can, of course,
arise from a large number of sources and “will require further
study. In the present case an assumed gust input was used,
and the effect of factom such as airphme pitching motions,
spamvise gust eflects, and the antisymmetric bending mode
were neglected. Although uncertainties in the calculations
may arise from the factors mentioned, the present results
indicate that the methods used provide reasonable first-order
estimates of the magnitude and character of the effects of
flexibili~ on the bending strains at the various spamvise
stations for unswept-w@ *lanes.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of wing flexibility on the wing strains that
result from gust encounter have been examined on a power-
spectral basis. Both flight results and analytical results
have been considered for a four-engtie bomber airplane, and
correlations between the measured and analytical results
have been made. The effects of wing flexibility on the wing
strains were measured in terms of amplification factom
based on the ratio of the strain for the flexible condition to
the strain for the ‘Yigid” condition, and results were obtained
for four spanwise stations of the wing. The effect of includ-
ing the second symmetric bend@ mode in addition to the
fundamental bending mode in the calctiations was also
evaluated. The study led to the following results:

1. Comparison of. the measured strain spectra for the
flexible and rigid conditions showed strain ampli.iications in
the frequency range below 0.5 cps, especially at the outboard
wing stations, that are attributed to the effect of factors
such as spanwise gust variations and airplane rolling motions
rather than to flexibility effects.

2. The measured strain amplification factom due to wing
flexibility at a station near the wi+g root were 1.09, on the
basis of the ratio of root-mean-square strains, and approxi-
mately 1.19 on the basis of the ratio of strains derived horn
distributions of strain peaks. The amplification factors
decreased with each “successive outboard station and then
increased slightly at the most outboard measuring station.

3. The calculated output spectra were in reasonable agree-
ment with the measi.red spectra except at low frequencies,
where the differences are attributed to extraneous factom.
At the outboard stations it was necessary to include the
effect of the second symmetric bending mode in the calcu-
lations in order to estimate adequately the effect of flexibility
on the distributions of strain peaks.
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4. Both calculations and measurements indicated that the
seeond symmetic bending mode had a very small effect on
the root-mean-square strains but that, for strain amplifiu+
tion factors determined from distributions of strain peaks,
the second symmetric bending mode had a pronounced
effect at the outboard wing stations.

5. Although uncertainties in the Calculation may arise
from a number of factors, the present results indicate that

calctiations based on power-spectral techniques may provido
reliable estimates of the magnitude and chamcter of wing
flexibility effects on wing strains in gusts for umwept-wing
airplanes.

LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL A.DV-ISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., May 27,1967.



APPlmDIx

DERIVATION OF THE FREQUENCY-RESPONSE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING VERTICAL MOTION AND FIRST AND SECOND
SYMMETRICAL MODES OF WING BENDING

In order to include the effects of a higher mode in the
analytical results of this paper, the gust-re9ponse analysis of
reference 1 was extended to include the second symmetrical
wing bending mode. Addition of the seccmd symmetrical
wing bending mode simply adds a term to each of the
response equations of reference 1, and an additional
equation is obtained for the ‘second mode. This appendix
shows the effect of the additional mode on the pertinent
equations but does not attempt to present the complete
derivation, which should be self-evident.

a
am

b
c
q
E
I

K,

k

ii%

SYMBO19USEDINAPPENDIX
slope of lift curve of wing
deflection coefficient for nth mode, function of time

alone
span of wing
chord of wing
chord of wing at midsemispan
Young’s modulus of elasticity
bending moment of inertia

Mj
nondimensiomd bending-moment factor,

; puvil’f%

reduced-frequency paxameter, ~V

distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber
moment of wing area about spanwise station under

consideration, s~:c(y-y,)dy

M.l=
J

*: Cwl(y —y,)dy

M%=
J

~: czq(~-yj)dy

M, net incremental bending moment at wing station j,

K,; puwl.o

M.o=
J

~: m(y–y,)dy ‘

J
M.,= ‘n mu+(y—yj)dy

u~

J

‘bfi
M== P, mwq(y—yj)dy

Mm generalized mass of m% mode
m mass per unit span of wing

J

bf2

2 cwldy

rl= 0 bn
2
J

&y
o

J

b~
2 cwlvy

ra= 0 bn
2

J
Cdy

o

J
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2 Cl%.dy

T4= 0 b~
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Cdy
o

J

Q/2
2 cwlw2dy

T*= o
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o

J

b/2
2 Cl@y

To= 0 ~B
?[ @r

do

distance traveled, ~v t, half-chords

amplitude of airplane frequency-response function
time (zero at beginning of gust penetration)
gust velocity
vertical velocity of gust -
forward velocity of flight
deflection of elastic axis in nth mode, given in terms

of unit tip deflection, positive upward
distance along wing measured from airplane center

line

v
response coefficient based on ~, — aUc.o“
strain, normal

/

Usl
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mass density of air
function which denotes growth of lift on an
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airfoil
following a sudden chnge in angle of attack
(’Wagner function)

function which denotes growth of lift on rigid wing
entering a sharpAge guzt (l@wner function)

natural circular frequency of vibration of nth mode.
Subscripts:

j spanwise station
n natural modes of vibration

By following the procedure used in reference 1 for obtain-
ing the response equations (eqs. (16) and (17) of ref. 1) for
only two degrees of freedom, vertical motion and wing
fundamental bending, the following response equations are
obtained for the addition of the second symmetrical mode:

Jo

J:$ #(s–u)du (Al)

Jl~zl’’+/LJl*zl= —2
J

‘ (r,zo”+r,z,”+r,z,”) [l–p(s–u)]du+
o

T1
s

: gt(s —U)(za (M)

M%*+NJ32Z2s=–2.‘(r,zo”+r~l”+roz,”) [1–q(s–a)]da+
o

J
r~ :$#(s–u)& (A3)

The equation that defines a bending-moment factor K,
at wing station V, (from eq. (22) of ref. 1) takes the following
form :

In order to reduce the response equations (Al) to (A4)
to the special case of sinusoidal gust encounter where the
gust has a frequency o, the quantities u, %, and ZI may rdl

be taken proportional to efti, where k=~r as shown in rof-

erenc8 1. By following the procedure used in reference 1,
equations (Al) to (A4) are reduced to the following form:

–p,k%+wxi%= –2ik(r4zo+T&+T&) (F+;(7) +

‘where F(k) and f3(k) are the in-phase and out-of-phase
oscillatory lift coefficients and P(k) and Q(k) are the similaI
in-phase and out-of-phase lift components on a rigid W@
subjected to a sinusoidal gust. In equation (AQ, K
represents the bending-moment transfer function T~ po]
unit gust velocity at station Vj. By solving equation:
(A5), (A6), and (A7) shmdtaneously for values of ZO, a

and a and substituting these values into equation (AS)
values of K, maybe obtained for any frequency k.

130r the present analysis, the bending-moment factor K

was expressed as strain by use of the following relation:

(A9

The airplane loading, physical constants, and basi
parameters used in this analysis are listed for each win
station in table 1.
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